
Testimonials from the Relational 
Supervision Certificate/Diploma  

	
“The Course to me is (was) very well balanced with its theoretical 
and experiential parts. The different styles of teaching and leading 
added to the richness of my experience.  The atmosphere of 
collegial diversity and acceptance supported my learning.   Thank 
you!” 

Elena Ilieva, Therapist/Trainer 

 
“I very much enjoyed the connections I made in this course. 
Despite being on zoom we were able to make meaningful 
relationships that are continuing. The trainers each offer something 
special as individuals and they held us well as a group of 
experienced professionals. I would recommend this course to 
anyone who is humanistic in their worldview and seeking training 
in supervision.” 

Douglas Sharp, Therapist/Coach  

 

“It was a beautiful learning experience of how to implement the 
relational stance into supervisory work. I could safely explore my 
strengths, as well as growing edges as a supervisor. I would 
recommend this course to everybody looking for the great teaching 
Team, supportive environment, and the true adventure of becoming 
a more self-aware supervisor!” 

Daniel Bak, Therapist 

 

“As someone who is coaching leaders and teams in the corporate 
context, the diploma provided the opportunity to deepen my 
theoretical grounding and practice of what it means to operate from 
a relational perspective.  The seasoned faculty offer a 
contemporary view of leadership which is human and systemic, 
and rich learning from therapeutic practices which can be applied 
in the organisational setting.” 

Simon Lau, Coach 

 



	 	

“Thank you for a most fantastic course it has brought up so much 
and inspired me in so many ways.”  

Debbie Greensill: Clinical Psychologist in NHS  

“My experiences has been an overwhelmingly positive one: 
engaging, challenging, developmental, edgy and inclusive. As an 
OD practitioner I appreciated the diversity of experience, 
backgrounds and wisdom participants brought from across the 
therapeutic and organisational fields. The programme offers a 
unique opportunity to cross pollinate, grow and integrate different 
approaches, all of which were welcome within the SOS model and 
encouraged by facilitators , who also brought their own invaluable 
style, adding to the richness of experience. I have grown in 
confidence not just in intellectual knowledge, although the 
theoretical frameworks offered were excellent, but in an increased 
capacity to work with the whole of me, relationally, with individuals, 
teams and organisations. If you are looking for a professionally 
managed program that integrates and grounds theory with 
experiential learning in an inclusive and expertly facilitated 
environment then this is the one for you. A truly fabulous and 
growth full experience which has had tangible results- thank you 
Relational Change!”  

Jess Taylor: OD Practitioner  

“It has been such a privilege to share time and connection with 
such an amazingly talented group of people. I’ve made some good 
friends on the course and I am very grateful.” 
About the tutors: “Thank you for the learning, the humour and 
sharing yourselves in such open and authentic ways.”  

Rachel Boyling: OD Practitioner  

“.... Received so many unexpected gifts throughout the duration of 
course, not least the wisdom and experience of the trainers, which 
was generously shared. Without doubt a safe place to explore and 
experiment without fear of being criticised for making mistakes. I 
hope as many potential supervisors as possible will be able to have 
the opportunity to train with Relational Change.”  

John Cooper: Counsellor/Psychotherapist  


